DESTRUCTION
DERBY

HOW DO YOU STEER THESE HOGS?
Accelerate
Brake
Reverse
Steer
Change camera view
Pause game

CROSS button
TRIANGLE button
SQUARE button
directional buttons
R1 button and R2 button
START button

Destruction Tip
So you’ve just been 360°’d, you’re moving the wrong way and you want to know
how to get back on track? Simple. Press the L1 button and the R1 button to spin
the car round while pressing the CROSS button or the TRIANGLE button to set you
in the right direction.

MENU OPTIONS
The Races
There are four styles of race action to choose from, each with its own particular
rules and tactics. Decide between Wreckin’ Racing, Stock Car Racing, Destruction
Derby and Time Trials.
Wrecking’ Racing
Takes place on a variety of circuits; and drivers are awarded points for damaging
other cars while racing to complete a fixed number of laps.
Stock Car Racing
Quite simply a piece of classic circuit racing. It’s a flat out race to the finish with
absolutely no points awarded for smashing other drivers. Of course, those other
drivers like the Bouncer, the Optician and the Specialist may have something
to say about that.

Time Trial
A simple race against the clock that appears at the bottom of the screen
in the form of a stopwatch.
Destruction Derby
For the ultimate in fender bending action we suggest you pile straight into
the Destruction Derby. And here’s how…
Car
You have a choice of vehicles ranging from Rookie to Pro.
Track
There are many different tracks of metal-crushing mayhem to choose from and
you will find out what these are as you progress through the Championships.
However, there is only one Destruction Derby track: the Bowl. Choose “Destruction
Derby” from the race style menu and the Bowl will be selected automatically.
Options
If you want to go to all the trouble of changing the finely tuned controls that
we spent months perfecting then this is the choice for you. Selecting this also
allows you to tinker with the volume and generally make essential adjustments
like ensuring your screen is centered.
Go
Put all your menu choices into action.

THE DESTRUCTION DERBY CODE

When you first try any of the race styles in Destruction Derby, charging around the
tracks banging into anything with wheels on will keep you occupied for a while…
but to win points and keep your vehicle fairly intact, make sure you follow these
simple rules:
1.	When being closely followed by an annoying car simply apply your brakes
firmly. This will stop the offender promptly in their tracks while causing
considerable front end damage to their vehicle.
2.	If you find your vehicle being overtaken, turn sideways into the rear corner
of the overtaking vehicle. Often results in an impressive spin as your rival driver
loses control.
3.	Accelerate sharply into the back of a car as it brakes to take a bend.
This maneuverer will almost certainly finish with the rammed vehicle taking
a nosedive into a wall.
4.	Squeezing and ramming other cars sideways into oncoming walls and
stationary wreckage is also highly recommended.
5.	As you approach another vehicle, wait until you can see the whites of the other
driver’s eyes then turn sharply so that your vehicle only takes side damage while
your opponent’s sustains crippling front end damage.
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